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“I used to race motorcycles. Man, those things are a lot faster than me.”
-NOTICEEveryone at Grand General wishes to thank
you for your business by providing the “Grand
Laffs” publication. If you do not wish to
receive “Grand Laffs,” please call, fax or
e-mail us and we will honor your request.

One day my housework
challenged
husband
decided to wash his
sweatshirt. Seconds after
he stepped into the
laundry room, he shouted
to me, "What setting do I
use on the washing
machine?"
"It depends," I replied.
"What does it say on your
shirt?"
He yelled back, "Just do
it!"

After boarding and taking
off for a long flight over
the ocean, the speaker
comes on with an
important message for
passengers.
"Ladies and Gentlemen,
we are introducing you
today to the latest and
newest
aviation
advancement in history.
This plane is flying without

day watching TV than the
average Olympic athlete
spends training?"

Find us at the convention and say “Hi!”
to Jeff Salzwedel
He would love to give you
information on all the great products
we have to offer.
a pilot or co-pilot. It is
controlled by way of radio
from the ground. Sit back
and relax and enjoy your
flight. Be assured that
absolutely nothing can go
wrong, absolutely nothing
can go wrong, absolutely
nothing can go wrong,
absolutely nothing can go
wrong…”

After she tripped and hurt
herself, my sister filed a
lawsuit. While she was
being
deposed,
the
opposing attorney asked,
"Since your injury, is there
anything you cannot do
now that you did before
the injury?"
"Yes, I can't ride my
bicycle anymore," she
said.
"And why is that?"
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"Because it has a flat tire."
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After my daughter sat
glued to the TV set for
most of the day, I told
her, "Do you know that
the average American
spends more hours per

She replied, "What's the
point of all that training if
no one's going to watch?"

For thirty years, Johnson
had arrived at work at 9
AM, on the dot.
He had never missed a
day and was never late.
Consequently, when on
one particular day 9 AM
passed without Johnson's
arrival, it caused a
sensation.
All work ceased and the
boss himself, looking at
his
watch
and
muttering, came out into
the corridor.
Finally, precisely at ten,
Johnson showed up,
clothes dusty and torn,
his face scratched and
bruised, his glasses bent.
He limped painfully to the
time clock, punched in,
and said, aware that all
eyes were upon him, "I
tripped and rolled down
two flights of stairs in the
subway. Nearly killed
myself."
The boss said, "And to roll
down two flights of stairs
took you an entire hour?"

